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ABSTRACT
Although music cognition and music information retrieval
have many common areas of research interest, relatively
little work utilizes a combination of signal- and humancentric approaches when assessing complex cognitive phenomena. This work explores the importance of four cognitive decision-making factors (familiarity, genre preference,
ease of vocal reproducibility, and overall preference) influence in the perception of “singability”, how attractive a
song is to sing. In Experiment One, we develop a model
to validate and empirically determine to what degree these
factors are important when evaluating its singability. Results indicate that evaluations of how these four factors
impact singability strongly correlate with pairwise evaluations (ρ = 0.692, p < 0.0001), supporting the notion that
singability is a measurable cognitive process. Experiment
Two examines the degree to which timbral and rhythmic
features contribute to singability. Regression and random
forest analysis find that some selected features are more
significant than others. We discuss the method we use to
empirically assess the complex decisions, and provide a
preliminary exploration regarding what acoustic features
may motivate these choices.

1. INTRODUCTION
A fundamental task of MIR is to develop of acoustic feature extractors that capture unique characteristics from a
recorded piece of sound. However, some acoustic features may not be wholly represented in the acoustic signal, and MIR has been criticized for failing to model analysis based on psychological research [3]. For example,
“danceability” - the perceptual experience of grooviness
[23, 48] - is a feature available in signal processing pack-
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ages [9, 10], and open-access APIs 1 using a combination
of beat salience and consistency [36]. However, based soley on these acoustic properties the most danceable song
would be closer to a steady, metronomic pulse, which
clearly does not capture the perceptual nuances of what
makes music danceable [14]. The inclusion of psychological acoustic features using signal-only analysis is surprising, given that music is a dynamic system influenced by
cognitive [20], cultural, market, and political forces [8].
Despite this knowledge, research is relatively sparse as to
how, or to what degree, specific acoustic features influence
musical preference. Part of the scarcity may be due to the
relative difficulty in quantifying the influence of important
psychological features empirically. This work examines
the extent to which a cognitive psychology, signal processing, machine learning, and economic decision-making can
be used to investigate a previously unexplored psychological perception of “singability”: the degree to which a song
is attractive to sing. To our knowledge, no empirical study
has been conducted which explores whether a feature such
as singability can be extracted from a piece of music.
Determining a complex psychological process and decision making strategy like singability is a difficult task.
To start, it is intuitively difficult to quantify such a subjective multiple criterion choice in a controlled, scientific
manner. Because singability will likely not contain a universally agreed upon set of factors, the major challenge is
defining a method that can quantify how - and to what degree - these factors should be incorporated into a model for
evaluation. We first introduce some background on closely
related concepts to our interpretation of singability from
psychological experiments and MIR applications.
1.1 Related Work
Perhaps the most historically relevant psychological research relating to singing preference was initially proposed
by Berlyne [7]. Berlyne suggests that music exhibits an
inverted-U-shaped relationship for preference, influenced
by novelty, complexity, and tone. This model has been
replicated independently from a variety of perspectives including personality and preference research [29], and flow
1 https://developer.spotify.com/web-api/
get-audio-features/

states [12].
Prior research on singability has focused on music
recommendation systems for digital karaoke applications
[25, 26]; they used a competence-based evaluation, and
recommended music using an individual’s singing proficiency. These systems define singing preference solely on
whether one can recreate the original performance [16] and
fails to consider other aspects of preference such as familiarity on preference; if the ability to recreate an original version of a song is the sole criteria for determining
singable tracks, a naı̈ve extension to improve performance
would be to recommend songs based on demographic features such as age, sex, and height through automated assessment of singing voice [46].
2. SINGABILITY FACTORS
We examine singability using a synthesis of multiple criterion decision making processes, acoustic feature extraction, and machine learning founded on a theoretical background of music cognition. Based on the general research
discussed above, we expand the interpretation of singability from other research [25, 26] to include more factors
than just the ability to reproduce the original rendition of
a track. For the purpose of this work, singability is defined as a psychological process which includes how attractive a song is to sing without concern of social consternation for being unable to produce the original vocalizations. Based on this refined definition, we consider four
factors which could impact singability and include: i) familiarity, ii) genre, iii) preference to listen (listenability),
and iv) producibility.
To maintain a realistic scope for exploratory research,
we did not include an exhaustive list of potential singability factors. These factors were selected due to their relative presence in the psychological literature. We also were
interested in selecting features that would be less demanding to ask crowdsourced workers; other features we did
not explore, such as the importance of lyrics or social factors, could be analysed using methodology specific to their
disciplines should compelling evidence for singabiliity be
found. Next, we highlight research specific to these factors, then describe a method to quantify the prioritization
of them when making a complex, multiple criterion decision.
2.1 Familiarity
Familiarity has important influences on preference formation. The mere exposure effect, a foundational psychological process [28, 49], demonstrates that increased exposure to essentially anything increases your preference for
it, even when unaware of it’s inclusion in your immediate
environment [24]. In [32], the mere exposure effect was
also found to impact music preference; multiple repetitions
of unfamiliar music [28], and random tone sequences [47]
increased preferences for them. A possible reason for why
familiarity increases preference is because it improves ease
of processing [30], impacting the complexity component

of Berlyne’s optimal complexity model described in Section 1.1.The relationship between familiarity through mere
exposure appears to occur early in cognitive processing Korsakoff amnesics demonstrate increased liking to musical stimuli through increased exposure [19].
However, it is important to consider that increased familiarity does not increase preference in all cases; most
people do not actively listen to extremely familiar songs
such as Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star. This still makes
sense when considering Berlyne’s optimal complexity
model (Section 1.1) - extremely familiar music is too simple or not novel enough to engage. Therefore, it is hypothesized that although familiar music is important for singability, music that is too familiar will not be preferred.
2.2 Genre
Genre preference describes a specific aspect of the mere
exposure effect through common acoustic features which
are hallmark in the genres you typically listen to. For
example, Rap music has a high degree of speech, and
Metal music generally is high tempo, and with negative
valence [4]. This form of familiarity is more active and
personal, aligning more closely to the role that individual preference plays in exposure. Neurological evidence
for an active mere exposure effect through genre has been
demonstrated in brain imaging studies. Using electroencephalography, Mismatch Negativity Responses (MMNs;
a spike in brainwave polarization when expectations are violated) can be elicited with tone sequences in the first few
trials regardless of formal musical training [38]. In a subsequent study, authors of [39] found that MMN responses,
were stronger when genre conventions were defied in a
participants preferred musical style. In a study containing 17 million users from over 30 countries, users download tracks of secondary genres acoustic features similar
to those of their most preferred genre [4]. For example,
users who had clear preferences for Rap music preferentially downloaded tracks from other genres that contained
more speech sounds. We therefore hypothesize that genre
plays an important role in the selection of a preferred song
to sing.
2.3 Listenability
The definition of listenability used for this work refers to
how attractive a song is to listen to. Although it may be appealing to suggest that songs that are listenable are by extension singable, they must be considered mutually exclusive. Rap or Metal music for example may fit this category
as the vocalizations required are not conducive for singing,
but are still highly popular and can be very listenable. Furthermore, listenability is distinct from familiarity, but can
be influenced by it. As suggested in Section 1.1, nursery
rhymes are highly familiar, but are likely not considered
highly listenable or singable by most. Highly listenable
songs may also not be familiar because older tracks are
played significantly less than newly released songs. Listenability may be best differentiated from familiarity in

that it can be an immediate process, requiring only a single exposure in order to be evaluated as attractive. Cognitive processing of various complex musical features such
as genre [21] can happen at millisecond timescales. Listenability is considered an important factor for singablility
because it increases the likelihood that a song will be selected to or attended by users (thus directly influence the
likelihood it will be sung in the first place) and because
they are more salient in memory.
2.4 Producibility
Music cognition research has examined the distinction of
singing quality; the perceptual or acoustic features that
make trained singers sound better than amateurs. Quality of singing voice has been assessed with respect to
full upper resonance in a singer’s formant range (known
as the singer’s formant, a prominent spectral envelope of
3kHz) as of singing voice quality [5]. Professional singers
have higher formant intensity than untrained voices; relative amplitudes of singer’s formants grew as vocal intensity increased and diminished as pitch rose [35], trained
voices have more energy in the formant range but not for
all pitches, and males in general have higher formant intensity than females [35]. The singer’s formant appears to
be a particularly important property for classical operatic
singers to project above the orchestra [37].
Although measures regarding whether an individual has
vocal training can be assessed through the singer’s formant, producibility is not contingent on these features. For
example, untrained singers with self-expressed singing talent have identical pitch matching accuracies when compared to trained singers [45]. Producibility based on vocal features which indicate professional training may also
not be appropriate because the correlation between genre
preference and training does not align with what is popularly sung; individuals with more musical training show
increased preferences for “serious” genres such as Classical and Jazz, but not other genres such as Pop [17].
3. EXPERIMENT ONE: VALIDATING
SINGABILITY
To our knowledge, there is no prior work that examines
whether what people think makes a song singable correlates with what they actually select in natural settings. For
example, [41] instructed professional musicians to evaluate recordings of top-three placing performances from piano competitions under three conditions, recordings with:
i) video only, ii) audio only, or iii) audio and video. Participants accurately ranked the video-only condition more
consistently with who won the competition than in any
other condition; the audio-only condition was the least
consistent. This work establishes that it is possible that our
impressions of what features are important in our musical
preferences may not be internally consistent.
We combine a series of psychological analysis methods to establish whether singability can be consistently assessed among individuals using a set of 50 popular song

excerpts. To establish a bottom-up ground truth, a forced
alternative choice (FAC) experiment is conducted with
pairs of songs; a complex decision-making model known
as Analytic Hierarchical Process (AHP) [33] is used to determine top-down impressions. We then rank songs based
on their assessed singability using both methods (FAC and
AHP) to determine whether there is consistency between
what we think is singable, and what our decisions end up
inevitably being. An additional benefit of using AHP is
that it can weigh the degree to which each of the four features described above contributes to an individuals choice
to sing a song. Because AHP is less commonly used, we
briefly describe AHP and how it is conducted prior to reporting experimental structure.
3.1 Analytic Hierarchical Process
AHP is an technique to quantify how, and to what degree,
subjective criteria influence a complex decision making
task. The validity of the AHP has been examined extensively [44], and has been used within government, business, and healthcare [42]. Figure 1 illustrates the final importance values for each factor and are now described. Determining singability using AHP involves breaking down
the decision problem into a set of global priorities (green
boxes). Global priorities are a set of general factors that are
suspected to influence the decision-making process. After
global priorities are determined, levels within each priority
(local priorities; blue boxes) are established. Once priorities have been established, the importance of each factor
can be systematically evaluated to determine their contribution to the final decision. Decision makers weigh the importance of each of these priorities using multiple pairwise
comparisons, and require the decision maker to evaluate
every priority relative to another. For instance, a worker
is asked ”how important was it that the vocals were easy
to reproduce, as opposed to moderately difficult”. Because
more than one worker answered the same question multiple times, we take the average importance value from all
comparisons as the final importance value. Priorities are
calculated by dividing the importance of the first comparison over the other. A pairwise comparison matrix is generated after all evaluations are made by multiplying the entries of each row and taking the nth root of the product.
The roots are then summed and normalized to produce an
eigenvector representing the priority importance. 2
3.2 Methods
The dataset contains excerpts of 50 songs (ten songs from
five genres) from the top 50 Billboard chart songs between
the years of 2011-2015. Selected songs had equal numbers of male and female singers (five per sex per genre).
In order to reduce high degrees of familiarity, songs from
the bottom of the list were selected. 15-seconds of audio
was extracted from each artist’s official YouTube channel.
Audio was extracted from the video as mp3 files.
2 For in-depth example, see:
http://rad.ihu.edu.gr/
fileadmin/labsfiles/decision_support_systems/
lessons/ahp/AHP_Lesson_1.pdf

A two-part online survey was crowdsourced using
Amazon’s Mechanical Turk. 3 Although some research
suggests that the quality of crowdsourced data is more diverse and at times better than data collected in traditional
laboratory settings [6], additional metrics which validate
or refine analysis highlighted in Section 1.1 should be considered. The first part of the experiment consisted of a series of FACs. Workers were instructed to listen to excerpts
of two songs. They were asked to determine which song
was more singable, listenable, and whether either of the
songs were familiar. Workers repeated this paradigm for
five pairs of songs in total.
After completing the FAC section, workers were then
instructed to complete an AHP after briefly reflecting on
the choices they made when selected between pairs of
songs. Different levels of local priorities are established
for each global priority. Five levels for genre were selected,
Rock, Pop, Alternative, Country, and Rap music were selected; two levels for familiarity (low and high); three levels for producibility (easy, medium, hard) and; three levels for preference to listen (low, medium, high). In order
to keep the task as simple as possible for workers, we reduced the number of local priorities to as little as possible - unlike producibility and listenability, only two levels
were selected for familiarity because we wanted to know
whether any prior knowledge of a piece would influence
their choice.
Importance values were calculated by taking the average response for each priority across all respondents.
Lastly, we requested workers to report only their sex - we
did not collect information regarding worker age, socioeconomic status, or ethnicity. The reasoning for this was
two-fold: i) Mechanical Turk demographic variability is in
general more diverse than traditional laboratory data collection [6], and; ii) we were interested in establishing the
general existence of a psychological perception from a rarified set of possible influencers before examining how dynamic anthropological and sociological factors modulate
the preference. A benefit of using AHP is that it is a simple process to add or remove global priorities and replicate
the experiment easily with new variables and interactions.
3.3 Analysis
Pairwise comparisons were conducted for all 50 songs
(1225 pairs), each job instructed users to evaluate 5 pairs
(245 jobs), and each job was assessed 3 times (735 surveys
conducted). 88 submissions (11%) were rejected for incorrectly answering a confirmatory test question. 4 A worker
was compensated $0.07 USD per job and could perform up
to five surveys. 245 unique respondents (44% male, 56%
female) completed the survey. On average, workers agreed
with each other that one song was more singable than another 77.8% of the time. We examined whether individuals
selected a song as more singable based on the sex of the
3

https://www.mturk.com/
Workers were instructed to select whether an excerpt from Michael
Jackson’s Billie Jean was more familiar than an unreleased composition
from one of the authors
4

artist. A binomial test indicated that individuals selected
same-sex singers slightly more often (53%; p < 0.001),
though the difference was marginal.
Once AHP priorities were calculated, songs were segmented into bins for the familiarity (high and low), and
listenability (high, medium, and low) categories based on
the survey responses. Figure 1 represents the global and local priority values generated through the Mechanical Turk
survey. Song rankings for AHP were derived for each
song by producing a rank-order based off the product of
local priority values for genre, listenability, and familiarity. For example, a Rock song which was in the top
50th percentile for familiarity, and the bottom 33rd percentile for listenability would receive a singability value of
0.227 ∗ 0.613 ∗ 0.299 = 0.0416. Producibility was not included in the calculation because this feature is relative to
an individual’s skill at singing and can only be evaluated
for each user, as opposed to each song. Ranks for the FAC
portion of the experiment were generated by ordering the
amount of times any given song within a pairwise comparison was selected by the user as more attractive to sing.
Once ranks were generated for the bottom-up (FAC),
and top-down (AHP) processes, we conducted a
Spearman-ρ rank correlation.
Ranks derived from
FAC are highly correlated with ranks derived from the
AHP (rs = 0.691, p < 0.0001). 47.61% of the variance
in rank could be accounted for across ranked derived from
FAC and AHP. Figure 2 plots the ranks derived for each
song excerpt. Each song’s coordinates represent the FAC
derived rank (x-axis) to the AHP derived rank (y-axis).
Significant Spearman-ρ correlations were also found comparing Billboard ranks to FAC (rs = 0.518, p < 0.001)
and AHP (rs = 0.540, p < 0.0001).
3.4 Discussion
The purpose of experiment one was to derive a method
that can determine whether people’s heuristic impressions
of preference reliably predicts their actual decisions. The
highly significant correlation (p < 0.0001) and large effect
size (r2 = 0.4761), supports the hypothesis that people’s
top-down assessments of singability are features they actually use when making the decision. This finding is significant because it supports the notion that a less labour intensive process is needed for determining a music-cognitive
process; you do not need to conduct a bottom-up comparison for the entire corpus of music to determine general preference. The results suggest that listenability is the
most important feature follwed by: familiarity, genre, and
producibility. The importance values for most local priorities are generally intuitive; easily produced, familiar music
we like to listen to are important factors we use when deciding to sing something. Rock was the most important
genre (22.7% importance), followed by Pop (21.3%), Alternative (19.6%), Country (19.3%), and Rap (16.8%). The
significant binomial correlation also indicates that user demographic information such as sex should be considered
when recommending music to sing. Although the preference for same-sex singers (3%) does not account for a

Singability

Producibility (0.204)

Genre (0.236)

Listenability (0.286)

Familiarity (0.271)

Difficult (0.303)
Average (0.333)
Easy (0.363)

Rock (0.227)
Pop (0.213)
Country (0.193)
Alternative (0.196)
Rap (0.168)

Very (0.361)
Average (0.338)
Not very (0.299)

Very (0.613)
Not very (0.386)

Figure 1. Analytic Hierarchy Process for Singability derived from Mechanical Turk experiment. The most important global
priority was familiarity, followed by preference to listen, genre, and producibility.
4. EXPERIMENT TWO: FEATURE IMPORTANCE
EXPLORATION
After establishing that singability is a measurable cognitive process, the natural next step is analysis of acoustic
features. Evaluating the importance of acoustic features related to singability may enable us to establish whether, or
which, specific auditory signals contribute to this complex
decision-making task. Experiment two provides preliminary, exploratory analysis into the importance of a specific
set of acoustic features when evaluating singability.
Figure 2. FAC-to-AHP Rank Scatterplot. X-axis represents ranks derived from the AHP analysis for a given
track. Y-axis represents ranks deried from FAC analysis. Linear regression line for this data is plotted (ŷ =
0.6922x + 7.8490)

high degree of difference, recommendation systems based
on human behaviours are relatively rare and can improve
user satisfaction in generally unexplored ways.
A downside of this current investigation is that the variation of importance of global and local priorities was quite
low, ranging between 2-3% across most factors. A more
pronounced effect may be achievable using a more controlled, laboratory recruited participant pool. Producibility
was also not a factor used to generate AHP ranking. The
rationale for this is that there is no clear or simple way to
evaluate vocalization difficulty of an excerpt relative to an
MTurk worker’s actual skill, whereas measures of familiarity and preference have a high degree of comorbidity with
qualitative assessments [49].
An important component missing from this analysis is
determining whether specific acoustic features influence
ranking in meaningful way; is a song that is more singable
one that generally has more pronounced vocals, or a faster
tempo? Experiment two is a preliminary exploration into
assessing whether some acoustic features are more important than others for determining singability based on the
ranks generated through the AHP.

4.1 Methods
Similar to [43], we extract perceptually-relevant features
for singability under two categories: timbral and rhythmic.
Signal processing is conducted using a combination of LibRosa [27], MIRToolbox [22], and vocal analysis work
in [18]. 24 features (4 rhythmic and 20 timbral) in total
were assessed. An averaged value for each feature was extracted for each song every 15-seconds. Timbral features
include: Vocal-to-Accompaniment Ratio (VAR) [40], High
Frequency Energy (HFE) [11], Mel-band Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC) 1-5 [13], spectral centroid mean
and deviation [34], spectral roll off mean and deviation,
and root mean squared (RMS) of energy mean and deviation [31]; rhythmic features include: tempo, zero-crossing
mean and deviation [15], event density [2], and syllabic
rate [18]. These features were selected for exploratory purposes due to their ubiquity in signal processing toolkits and
MIR research.
4.2 Analysis
To determine whether specific features are more common
in singable songs, we first conduct multiple linear regression comparing the AHP generated numeric values to the
24 extracted acoustic features. The multiple-comparisons
F-Test was marginally significant (F (23, 36) = 1.779, p =
0.05915, r2 = 0.2328), independent regressions yielded
significant two features (Deviation of RMS and MFCC 5)
and six marginally significant features (Deviations of spectral roll off, MFCCs 1 and 3, and means of RMS, spectral

Feature
Deviation of MFCC 5
Deviation of RMS
Deviation MFCC 1
Deviation spectral roll off
Mean of zero crossings
Mean spectral centroid
Deviation MFCC 3
Mean of RMS

t-value
-2.919
-2.539
1.994
1.934
-1.864
1.738
1.713
1.703

p-value
0.00604**
0.01558*
0.05372·
0.06099·
0.0702·
0.09072·
0.09525·
0.09713·

Table 1. Individual Linear Regression Significance Table. Multiple comparisons F-Test was marginally significant (F (23, 36) = 1.779, p = 0.05915, r2 = 0.2328).
·p < 0.1, ∗ ∗ p < 0.01, ∗p < 0.05

Figure 3. Random forest with regression model. Z-scores
represent the relative importance of a feature in the determination of AHP-generated values for songs. Colours represent significance values: significant (green), marginally
significant (yellow), not significant (red), and anchor values (blue).

centroid and zero-crossing). Table 1 provides a summary
of analysis for all marginally significant features.
A statistical disadvantage of relying on standard linear regression analysis only is that multiple comparisons
increasingly introduces type-I error with each added feature. We employ a random forest for regression and compare significant features across both models. An added
benefit of using random forest is that it can assess the
relative importance of each feature in the evaluation of
singability. Three features significantly influenced AHPgenerated singability scores (Mean of spectral centroid and
MFCC 4, and deviation of MFCC 2), and six marginally influenced AHP-generated singability scores (Syllabic rate,
VAR, HFR, mean of RMS, and deviation of MFCC). Figure 3 presents the relative importance of each feature (xaxis) as a Z-score (y-axis). Features that were at least
marginally significant across both models included: mean
of spectral centroid and RMS, and deviation of MFCC 1.
Features that were at least marginally significant in the random forest model that were not significant using independent linear regressions included: mean of MFCC 4, spectral roll off, VAR, HFE, and syllabic rate.

4.3 Discussion
Both sets of analyses suggest that acoustic features may
influence perceptions of singability. However, the models disagree on which features are maximally important
in this decision. The three significant features that were
shared across models (mean of RMS, spectral centroid, and
deviation of MFCC 1) suggest that more singable songs
are in general louder, brighter, and timbral fluctuations in
high frequency energy may be particularly important when
selecting music to sing to. Features where there was a
disagreement in singability across models include zerocrossings, spectral roll off, VAR, HFE, and syllabic rate.
This suggests that types of percussive sounds, pronounced
vocals, and higher than average frequency in vocalizations and syllabic rate, may also contribute to evaluations
of singability. The marginal significance of the multiplecomparisons F-test indicate that acoustic features may influence judgements of singability, however additional analysis needs to be conducted in order to demonstrate the validity of this assertion (see Section 5). Future work should
investigate whether less common features, such as chorusness [1], are more relevant to singability.
Compared to Experiment One, the results from Experiment Two are less intrepretable. It may be that the our
corpus size, or that extracting high-level acoustic features
from 15-second excerpts is insufficient sampling for this
kind of analysis.

5. CONCLUSIONS
The methods utilized in both experiments may be useful
for others in the refinement of psychologically-based music features such as danceability, or enable the exploration
of other previously unexamined features.
Experiment One establishes a method for measuring
complex cognitive decision making processes like singability in an operationalized manner. A major limitation
of this operationalization is that it did not consider social
and contextual features influencing singing preference. As
described in Section 3.2, a benefit of using AHP is that
including or removing global priorities is simple; future
work should consider the role that other factors (such as
social context and song lyrics) may play in the evaluation
of singability.
Experiment Two provides a preliminary exploration of
the extent acoustic features influence singability scores
generated in experiment one. Two statistical models, one
simple and the other more complex, were used to determine what features may be contributing most to the evaluation of singability. Significant features in common across
the two models suggests that further signal analysis will be
important future work.
This exploratory work does not definitively establish
singability as a core feature of the music. Rather we suggest that it provides compelling evidence to support a perceptual process of singability, and a refinable methodology
to explore or support other properties involving cognition.
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